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mechanisms (to borrow another sort of jargon) devised by
certain submerged juvenile groups, notably Negro and Mex-
ican, in the big cities. The jitterbug age was youth's last fling
before the bugles sounded war.
Motion pictures—the nation's fourth largest industry in
the previous decade—remained the topmost commercial
amusement The initial thrill of the "all-talking, all-singing"
picture, particularly the delight of hearing the voices of stars
long adored in silent films, helped to tide the industry over
depression's first shallows, although about a third of all reg-
ularly operated movie houses had closed by midsummer,
1933, shortly before the current of recovery began to flow.
By 1939 box-office receipts at the country's fifteen thousand
motion-picture theaters had risen to nearly seven hundred
million dollars, a yearly average of twenty-five dollars per
family. "Five years ago million-dollar films were so rare that
the trade papers gave editorial ravings to their announce-
ment," observed the New York Times on October 24, 1937.
"Today they get no more than a few lines on an inside
page/'
Technicolor, essayed in several mediocre scenarios in 1929-
1930 while the processes were still crude, proved at first a dis-
appointment; but in 1932 a new three-color method was
launched successfully by Walt Disney in his animated car-
toon "Flowers and Trees," first of his "Silly Symphonies"
in color, and triumphantly in "The Three Little Pigs"
(1933), its theme, "Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolff-
just suited to the nation's rally in morale. Disney had arrived
in Hollywood in 1926 from the Middle West and two years
later created Mickey Mouse, a failure in silent films before the
talking picture "Steamboat Willie" (1928) started the all-
resourceful rodent on his way to world herohood. As the
thirties waned Mickey was reported to be losing ground be-
fore a later Disney creation, Donald Duck. Was it possible
that Donald's strident panic was closer to the new Zeitgeist
than Mickey's brassy individualism? The author of these

